A BRIEF HISTORY OF THE STOCKTON &
DARLINGTON RAILWAY
PART 2 -THE SOCIAL ,POLITICAL AND INDUSTRIAL LANDSCAPE
INTRODUCTION
Before moving to a more detailed history of the Stockton
to Darlington Railway Co (S&DR) from that historic
day ,on the 27th September 1825, to the cessation of its
existence as a separate entity in February 1863,with its
amalgamation with the North Eastern Railway Co.
( NER). It is well worth spending sometime examining
the broader history of that period, at both a national and
local level, a period of great change in the political,
social,and industrial landscape of Britain.
The successful opening of the S&DR,a landmark less in
invention for the principles of steam power were already
known, than in realisation of its potential, played no
small role in influencing that change .In fact a number of Opening of the Stockton & Darlington
Railway by John Dobbin
historical commentators would state the opening day of
the Stockton and Darlington Railway was as important a
date in world history as the 20th July 1969 ,when a man first walked on the moon.

A THE NATIONAL PICTURE
POLITCAL TURMOIL
Within 5 years of the opening of the S&DR we witness the death in 1830 of King George IV,
unloved and mourned,and with a Tory government ,under Wellington the hero of Waterloo in
disarray;alienated from both the working and disaffected middle classes. As a consequence William
IV ,his brother and heir, was under increasing pressure to introduce reform and in doing so
acknowledge the ongoing social impact of the “industrial revolution” and heightening disaffection
with the traditional ruling framework.
In June 1832 under a newly appointed Whig government,
led by Earl Grey,we witness the passage of the “Great
Reform Act”,signalling the first move from aristocratic
rule ,with its elitist form of government.
This recognition of the needs of the new industrial and
commercial classes and with limited concessions to an
increasingly militant labour force,probably prevented
wholesale revolution within the United Kingdom, in stark
contrast to the continental mainland. With a demonstration
of how change could be achieved by constitutional means
without reversion to violence.

The passing of the Great Reform Act

We also see for the first time the introduction of limited male suffrage with enlargement of the
voting population to include those of commercial substance and who had a vested interest in the
stability of the state. At last democracy is born!
The passing of the Reform Act along with a series of acts abolishing slavery,introducing factory
controls and regulating child labour were to underpin a period of relative political calm from the
dawning of the Victorian age in 1837 ;an age in which we witness a continued advance in the rail
network and the ongoing impact of the industrial revolution. With Victorian society continuing to be
transformed by engineering ingenuity and entrepreneurial prowess .
By the start of Queen Victoria's reign Britain's standing as a global industrial and trading power
was already unrivalled. Between 1809 and1839 exports grew from £25.40 to £76 million . Ten years
later the figure was £124.50 million with major export markets including Europe,India, Asia and
increasingly the United States.
This advance was to showcase itself ,in May1851, at the “Great Exhibition” at Crystal
Palace,attended by Queen Victoria and Prince
Albert, and with many of the 6 million visitors
travelling by train to London on organised
excursions . There we witness machinery courts
with printing presses ,threshing machines,
hydraulic pumps ,railway carriages ,locomotives
and steam hammers .
We also see the vast sums of money engendered
by the industrial revolution demand a
multiplication in financial services ,with the
mushrooming of banks ,insurance companies and
stock exchanges. Business levels on the London
Stock exchange doubled in the 1860's reflecting
both its national and international status
The Great Exhibition

A NATION IN CHANGE
Concurrent with the rise and development of the S&DR, underpinned by the invention of steam
power and its manifestation in the railways and eventually maritime travel, we find ourselves
witnessing a population explosion in the first half of the 19th century. With increases of typically 2
million per decade in the national population,and for the first time a rise in average life expectancy
to beyond forty;this allied to the urbanisation of the population in such cities as Manchester,
Birmingham, Liverpool and Sheffield.
Landowners previously enriched by the agricultural revolution were able to become even richer as
they exploited to the full the natural resources on their estates such as coal,iron, lead and tin.
In addition we have a ever growing band of entrepreneurs,often men of lowly origins such as
George Stephenson himself,starting new businesses and inventing new methods of manufacture.
Making their fortunes, re-investing in production, and in many cases acquiring land themselves.
In parallel in the 1820's and 1830's we see for the first time the workforce effectively bonding
together, forming unions, and creating both regional and national networks with a common enemy
“the employer”
Coal mining was central to this growth ,with by the 1860's a hundred million tons were being
produced for export alone .Equally central were the railways ,the burgeoning network driving down
transport costs with more than 6,000 miles of track by 1850 rising to 13,000 miles by 1870,
underpinning both national transport and exports abroad.

The railway network also increased communication in a myriad of ways ,firstly by facilitating the
creation of an effective postal service and then by telegraph (poles stationed alongside railway
tracks ) , radically reducing the time it took to disseminate news.
The railways and the electric telegraph, invented by Charles Wheatstone (1802-1875),were
introduced very much at the same time and first installed on the GWR in 1839.Without the
telegraph the “block system” of train operation ,which depended upon the ability of signalmen to
communicate with each other,could not have been introduced.
THE RISE OF THE RAILWAYS
The history of the S&DR ,which saw its track length increase from 25miles ,in 1825,to over 200
miles in 1863 will be dealt with in detail in Part 3 of our story. That said there is no doubt it
provided the impetus ,fuelled by the demands of an economy in overdrive,for an an expansion of
the network to over 12,000miles by the time of its amalgamation with the North Eastern Railways
(NER) in 1863.
Even before the S&DR had opened a group of wealthy Lancashire business men had formed the
Liverpool and Manchester Railway Company (LMR),intended to provide a cheap means of
transport for both raw materials and finished goods between the port of Liverpool and the textiles
mills of east Lancashire. Although the route was originally surveyed by George Stephenson in
1824 , its ultimate chief engineer ,due to inaccuracies in that survey it was given royal assent in
1826 based on a John Rennie engineered solution.
Opened in September 1830 it was a triumph of engineering
,built to the 4ft -8½in gauge the 35 mile line was heavily
engineered with 64 bridges and viaducts,a 1½ mile tunnel
under Liverpool,the 2 mile Olive Mount cutting and the
crossing of Chat Moss on a raft of wood and heather hurdles.
Opened on the 15th September 1830,by the Duke of
Wellington ,it was the world's first inter-city railway.
However the festivities on the day were somewhat spoilt
Olive Mount Cutting
when a local MP ,George Huskisson ,was killed when the
Rocket ran over him ,the first recorded railway fatality of a member of the public.
The success of the LMR saw proposals for a host of new railways including the 82mile Grand
Junction Railway(GJR) from Birmingham to a junction with the LMR at Newton and the 112mile
London to Birmingham Railway, as two of the more important.
The former engineered by George Stephenson and Robert Locke was opened in July 1837 and the
latter by Robert Stephenson in 1838.The first inter city line in Scotland was the Edinburgh and
Glasgow City opened in 1842.
York,which was to become one of Britain's great railway hubs joined the
network in 1839 with the opening of the York and North Midland
Railway (YNM) ,the first of many companies to be chaired by George
Hudson ,the infamous “railway king,” of which more later.
The railways offered new opportunities for travel and commerce and
facilitated the breaking down of social barriers. The spread of the
railways also brought about ,through time tabling, the regularisation of
“time” throughout Britain; Railway Time became the order of the day.
By the late 1840's the concept of long range passenger transport existed
with the advertisement of the first London to Edinburgh route in
1848,utilising the routes of various railway companies.

As a consequence of the piecemeal (if not chaotic) manner in which the railway system developed it
became apparent there was a need for consolidation to run what was by then a nearly
comprehensive railway network. This consolidation started in the 1850's but required individual
parliamentary approval for each merger.

GEORGE BRADSHAW
The railway network was sufficiently advanced by the late 1830's
to inspire Lancashire cartographer and Quaker George Bradshaw
and his London agent William Adams to produce the world's first
railway timetable in 1839 .Initially a slim publication of 8 pages it
cost 6d, but as new railways grew it reached a 1000 pages by the
end of the century .It was soon putting some order into a chaotic
railway system.
George Bradshaw's classic map .of 1839,was produced to a very
large format to enable the whole country to be shown ,with even
proposed railways being illustrated.

RAILWAY MANIA
The pace of railway openings was to some extent adversely impacted by the political and social
unrest leading to the passing of the “Reform Act “ in 1832,coupled with a sluggish British economy
where high interest rates offered by government bonds sucked up investment.
By the 1840's the British economy bounded back ,interest rates were cut and with industry booming
a number of railways such as the Great Western ,Grand Junction and the London Birmingham
attracted many investors, with 30 million passengers now being carried per annum.
Rapidly rising railway share prices soon created a speculative frenzy known as “Railway Mania”
witnessing a plethora of over ambitious and sometimes fraudulent proposals. It reached its peak in
1846 when 272 acts of parliament were raised.
This level of authorisation was hardly surprising as many MP’s such as the “Railway King”
George Hudson were also directors of the fledgeling railway companies .Seeing the chance of a
quick profit the general public were also sucked in. Sadly many of these schemes collapsed and the
bubble burst;by the late 1840's and early 1850's new railway construction was mainly limited to
established railway companies who in a number of cases had profited from buying the failed
companies at a fraction of their original value.
GEORGE HUDSON THE RAILWAY KING
The son of a Hampshire farmer George Hudson was born in 1800 and by
the age of 27 had become a director in a firm of drapers in York. He had the
good luck to inherit a fortune, from his great uncle in 1827, and went on to
establish the York Union Banking Company. Hudson was elected to York
City Council in 1835 and became Lord Mayor two years later.
Forming a business relationship with George Stephenson, Hudson
promoted the York and North Midland Railway which was authorised in
1837, he was also a major shareholder in a three other railways that were to
form the mighty Midland railway. At the peak of “Railway Mania” by 1846,
he controlled a 1000 mile railway empire and had become known
throughout the land as the “Railway King “ .

Now a personal friend of the Duke of Wellington he became MP for Sunderland in 1845,a position
he held to 1859.
However behind all this success was a world of fraud and corruption .After the bursting of the
railway mania bubble in 1847 he was forced to retire as chairman of the railway companies he
owned .A committee of investigation found he had bribed MPs to vote for railway projects,
manipulated share prices, sold land he did not own and paid dividends out of capital .He was
eventually imprisoned in York Castle in 1865 and died a broken man in 1871.

THE RISE OF THE GREAT ENGINEERS
The building of the railway network was the major achievement of the Victorian period changing
forever the both social patterns and the landscape of Britain.
By the 1860's more than a 100,000 people were employed by he railway companies, the postal
service had developed with up to three deliveries a day in the large cities and farms and fishing
ports could send fresh food anywhere in the country reasonably cheaply.
Improved transport also led to the development of company brands that were to become known
nationally such as Rowntrees ,Cadbury, Fry ,Guinness and Bass.
The great engineers, Stephenson,Brunel,Locke,Vignoles and many others built their lines across
hills and valleys,across mountains and marshland,
and over great rivers with determination and style,
and often regardless of cost. Their legacy was the
great embankments,viaducts,tunnels and bridges that
cover the face of Britain ,in many cases still visible
long after the trains they served have disappeared.
Their stations, often wondrous constructions, in iron
and glass, were great cathedrals to modernity, and
brought about a new building type in British culture.
As the railway was in essence British creation it was
readily exported to other parts of the world, as both a
concept and in component form. British engineers,
British construction teams and British capital built
railways throughout the Empire, in the Americas and
in many parts of Europe.
Imperial railway building projects were often inspired by strategic as well as industrial and
commercial motives, notably in India and in Africa, opening up huge long lasting markets to British
manufacturers, British made locomotives, rolling stock and railway equipment were exported
throughout the Victorian period.
ROBERT STEPHENSON FRS (1803-1859)
The only son of George Stephenson. Robert has often been called the
“greatest engineer of the 19th century.”
Born in Willington Quay, Northumberland, Robert had the benefit of
both a private and limited university education and after a brief
apprenticeship, as a mining engineer, he left to assist his father on the
S&DR,before spending 3 years in Columbia.
On his return he was responsible for the detailed design of the steam
railway engine the “Rocket,” with its revolutionary boiler and firebox
design ,that went on to win the Rainhill Trials in 1829, establishing the
design template for steam railway locomotives for years to come.

He was appointed chief engineer of the London and Birmingham Railway in 1833 and by 1850
had been involved ,in some capacity, in a third of the countries railway system.
He designed the High Level and Royal Border bridges on the East Coast line and jointly developed
wrought iron tubular bridge design. He eventually worked on approx 160 commissions for 60
companies,building railways in other countries such as Belgium, Norway, Sweden and France.
Married in 1829, Francis Sanderson his wife died childless in 1842.
In 1847 he was elected as Member of parliament for Whitby. Although he declined a British
Knighthood he was decorated in Belgium,
France and Norway and elected as Fellow of
the Royal Society in 1849 .He served as
president of both the Institute of Mechanical
and Civil Engineers.
Robert Stephenson's death was widely
mourned ,especially as it happened only a few
days after that of Brunel. His funeral cortège
was allowed to pass through Hyde Park ,an
honour previously reserved for royalty. He
was buried in Westminster Abbey, beside
Thomas Telford ,with ships on the rivers
Thames, Tyne, Wear and Tees all flying their
flags at half mast .

IMPACT OF THE RAILWAYS ON THE TRANSPORT INFRACSTRUTURE
The impact of the railway network on the long distance road and canal systems was fairly
fundamental,but of differing severity, as the railways “spread their tentacles” and is dealt with
below; although it can be said road transport did not really recover until the 20th century.
TURNPIKE ROADS THEIR RISE AND FALL
Historically Tudor statutes had placed responsibility on
each parish to maintain its road network .This
arrangement proved inadequate for the principle
highways that were used by long distance travellers and
waggoner’s ,which were essential to commercial
enterprise within any district.
As a consequence “turnpike trusts” were set up, via
individual acts of parliament,with powers to collect tolls
for maintaining the main highways (Turnpike act 1707) via a network of turnpike gates . A fixed toll
was charged,for example one shilling and sixpence for a four horse drawn coach,a penny for an
unladen horse,or ten pence for a drove of twenty cows. It was intended this income was to be used
for maintaining the roads and their associated structures.
At their peak in the 1830's over 1000 trusts administered over 30,000 miles of turnpike roads in
England and Wales taking tolls at almost 8,000 tolls and sidebars.
This introduction of toll gates was severely resented by local communities,which had freely used
the routes for centuries and by the early Victorian period they were perceived as an impediment to
trade.
The coming of the railway era spelt disaster for most turnpike trusts. In 1829 ,the year before the
opening of the LMR the Warrington and Lower Irlam Trust had receipts of £1680,by early 1834
these had fallen to £332. The debts of many of the trusts became increasingly significant and the
1870's witnessed progressive parliamentary closure

STAGE COACHES AND THE RAILWAYS
Rapid expansion of the railway system,in the 1840's,meant
correspondingly rapid contraction of the mail coach system.
In the English provinces there were still some mail coaches
running until the 1850's, on routes not yet paralleled by
railways, and in certain parts of remoter Scotland until
the1870's;the last horse drawn mail coach to serve London
ceased in 1846 .As a general rule stage coaches were taken
off the roads as soon as a competing railway was opened.
Although horse drawn adapted stagecoach carraigways were
used extensively for passenger travel ,on the S&DR, until
the early 1830's until steam power took over.
CANALS AND THE RAILWAYS
Canal passenger boats were no more able to compete with steam railways than were stage coaches.
Again they were generally withdrawn as soon as a parallel railway opened.
With canal borne freight traffic things were different. Canal companies did not find that freight
deserted then immediately a line opened, they often retained or increased traffic volumes ,but only
by means of extensive toll cutting.
So although the construction of steam railways was a real threat to canals ,the canals retaining still
represented real competition and four main trends emerged :
• purchase of canals companies by railway companies and conversion into railway routes.
• purchase by railway companies but continued
existence as a canal.
• establishment of joint venture companies with
powers to operate both forms of transportation.
• continued independence of a limited number of
canal companies.
Important canals that were able to maintain their
independence were the Regents Canal and the Grand
Junction Canal
The overall effect of railways on canals was not one of
annihilation but to introduce stagnation .
The Regents Canal by T H Shepherd

THE NORTH EAST
THE NORTH-EAST A MINING BOOM
The period of the Stockton and Darlington Railway's expansion from 1825 to its amalgamation in
1863 witnessed tremendous growth in the North-East coalfield, with ultimately over 200 pits being
sunk in Durham alone;with a rapid expansion in the S&DR's heartland in the south -west of the
county.
The mines themselves deepened with safety increasingly becoming the major issue;many miners
lost their life’s in horrific accidents with gas explosions and water ingress constituting the main
danger.

To some extent this was exacerbated by the invention of the “miners lamp” in 1815,by Humphrey
Davy and George Stephenson. Of course its invention also contributed to the further deepening of
the mines . In response in 1862 parliament made it compulsory for every mine to have at least two
shafts . Many of the coal mine owners, such as the Marquess of Londonderry, were themselves
aristocrats with little regard for the safety, welfare or education of their workforce;made worse by
their ownership of many of the miners homes and ability to evict those who protested.
Despite the often oppressive attitude of their employers an ever increasing workforce was able to
form into unions to press for better pay and conditions.
In 1830 the North-East miners formed a union ,under Thomas Hepburn, and were able to negotiate
both a 10% pay rise and a reduction in working hours ;that said in 1831 we witness the first
organised strike by the Northumberland and Durham miners.
The 1840's witnessed the miners organise themselves on a national basis with the formation of “The
Miners Association of Great Britain and Ireland”;the Durham miners union was formed in 1869
with its first gala in 1871.
POPULATION EXPLOSION
This increase in mining activity ,facilitated by an increasingly complex railway network,in line with
the national trend brought about a tremendous increase in the North-East population ,with many
rural villages and hamlets growing into colliery towns almost overnight.
By the late 18th century there was about 7,000 colliers employed in coal mining in the North -East
of England, increasing to about 10,000 prior to the opening of the S&DR in 1825. .Just over 100
years later their were about 225mines operating in the region with 150,000 men employed in
Durham alone.
An excellent example of this coal driven population growth can be seen from looking at the history
of the village of Crook,which lies about 10 miles south-west of Durham city.

CROOK
Until almost the mid 19th century Crook remained a tiny hamlet within a rural area, and with a
population of 200 in 1830,mainly employed in agriculture.
This all changed when the first pit was opened in 1844 by Messrs Pease and Partners .The coal
reserves in the area were very close to the surface and relatively easily mined leading to the
openings of further mines in the 1850's and 1860's,to the point that at its peak there were 26
individual mines in and around the Crook area.
The impact of this development is obvious from
examining the growing population figures ,from 200
in 1830 to nearly 4000 in 1850 to 11,000 by 1880.
Whilst the majority of the working population were
directly employed in the mines we classically see the
growth of related and supporting industries. As the
coal mined in this area was suitable for coking we
see the opening of coke ovens ,along with a factory
to make the required fire-bricks. We also see
industries arising to deal with coal mining related
by-products such as gas,coal tar,benzol oil and sulphate of ammonia.
Of course as the town grew so did the number of people providing services such as teachers,
innkeepers and shopkeepers.
As was the norm the majority of the coal from the Crook coalfield was transported outside the
region through the ports on the North-East coast,principally Hartlepool.
By the late19th century we witness the complete transformation of a tiny rural hamlet in to a
thriving town supporting a complete infrastructure of church's of varying faiths ,schools ,shops
,miners and mechanic's institutes ,libraries and other recreational facilities.

THE PORTS EXPAND
In parallel with both mining and rail network expansion this period also witnessed a dramatic
increase in the coastal port infrastructure on the three main rivers, the Tyne, Wear and Tees.
Of particular relevance, to the South-West Durham coalfield, was the impact on Hartlepool and
Middlesbrough which in essence owes its existence to the revenue driven need of the S&DR to
most effectively make coal available for export, and increase trade between Durham and North
Yorkshire.
The rise of Hartlepool ,in the period from the 1830's is briefly dealt with below, but the history and
development of Middlesbrough ,a town that was to become one of the UK's premier ports, deserves
special attention and this will be given in Part 4 of our history.
In the early 1830's Hartlepool was transformed from a fishing community ,with a silted harbour, to
a major coal port;coal arriving from the South-West Durham coalfield via the S&DR line and the
Clarence Railway link.
With the addition of the Victoria Dock, in 1841,Hartlepool was soon shipping more coal than any
other North-East port .By 1862, further to the formation of the Hartlepool West Harbour Dock Co,
the twin Hartlepool docks shipped general merchandise to double the value of all other NorthEastern ports put together.
THE COMING OF STEEL AND CHEMICALS
From 1830's to 1860's we also to witness the expansion of the regions industries to include
chemicals ,shipbuilding and iron and steel on a major scale, again all dependant on a vibrant railway
network.
Teesside’s first chemical works were effectively established by Robert Wilson at Urlay Nook ,on the
route of the S&DR,for the production of sulphuric acid and fertilisers.
The discovery of rock salt deposits ,near Middlesbrough in1859,facilitated the movement of a
heavy chemical industry to Teeside ,with William Jakes establishing an alkali company at Cargo
Fleet.
Prior to 1846 Consett ,Stanhope Tow Law and Witton Park,amongst others, all had ironworks
operating on a relatively minor scale . The discovery of a rich seam of iron ore, to the south of the
region ,gradually migrated iron and steel production towards Teeside
In the 1850's iron ore was discovered in the Cleveland Hills,near Eston, and iron and steel
production gradually replaced coal transportation as the lifeblood of Middlesbrough. The building
of Teeside's first blast furnace, in 1857 by John Vaughan and Henry Bolchow,was followed by many
others and by 1873 Middlesbrough was producing 2 million tons of pig iron a year
Teeside’s first iron hulled ship, the Advance a screw steamer , was built in Thornaby in 1854,
followed in 1858 by the first steel ship the “Little Lucy”

PART 3
Having briefly outlined the broader history, from 1825 to 1875 ,a
“momentous period of change” to no small extent fashioned by the
coming of the railways against the background of the continued impact of
the industrial revolution. Part3 of our history, to follow shortly, deals with
the detailed progress of the Stockton and Darlington railway itself from
1825 to 1833. Where we witness the difficult transition from a hybrid
system, populated by both steam and horse power,to a fully steam hauled
passenger and goods service.
Locomotion No1 Painting
by John Wigston

